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Mr. D. Miles is an inventor. He lives in Portugal. �is residence 

was i::ipcri:ant at the ti!:l.e whec Exchange Control regulations we:re in force 

unti� 1979, because it er.abled him to acquire non-residential status 

vis-a-vis the Scheduled Territories which included the United Kingdo�. 

This !!leant tr:.at .he "''JUld use what was called 13-n external accour..t to 

operate �is business in a foreign currency while trading both in and out 

of the Sc�eduled Territories. At the relevant time between 1973 and 1977 

'le was assis-:ed in his wor�-c on the design side, and occasion:111.7 

secretariall:;, by his wife. Vir. Miles wished to exploit his i1:.ventio:-.s 

as widely as possible and at the same time take such steps as wculd 

e nable him legi timate�y to reduce his liability to :..ncor.:;.e tax particular::.:: 

that ::.evied in Portus�l. Ee ir.ter-ded not only to·patent his inver.tior.s 

and obtain �oyalties from them when used by other manu:'acturers tut also 

to ma:<:e �:1e �roduc-:s hizs::?l_f, or through r:.a:iufac-:urers, and sell -:::�:i

1� Portu�al and p�ssibly in th� Unit�d �i�;ic= itsel�. I:i 1971 he 

consul��d )�. ?.�. �yrsr a Lo�dcn p2rtner in the firm of Turqua�ds 

tut wit!: -': 1:e 2..:·.,ent of the ?:-rtu;,tc.3e revolutior, tr.e project, suc:1 ::w i :_ 
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rce �oranda on Mr. Niles' position had been exchanged be.tween Mr. Tyrer 

and Mr. L. J. ·r-Ionu;nent, one of the named defendants, and another partner 

in T.B.M, working in Jersey. However, the plaintiff does not place 

much· reliance on these exchanges. 

There matters rested until the coming of a more stable trad�ng 

atmosphere in Portugal in 1977. Mr. Miles revived nis ideas, although 

.he had been working on them during what we may call the interregnum in 

Portugal, and accordingly ·,1rote to Mr. Monument on the 27th January, 

1977, followed it up with a telex and met Mr. Monument on the 14th 

Fe9ruary, 197 7, about which we will have more to say. In t he meantime, 

•assisted by his wife, Mr. Miles had invented a kind of ceramic hot-plate

which he called a hot stone and which he hoped to exploit in the manner

we have described already.

It was comn:on ground between the parties that, at that time, in.

order for a ·person with non resident status to be able to trade

in the United Kingdom, as well as outside it and the other Sch eduled

Territories he would require what was called a two tier system. That

is to say he would need one company which would be given external

status by the Bank of England for the trade outside the Scheduled

Territories and another company which would be resident in the

Scheduled Territories for trade within those territories including of

course in particular the principal country of those Scheduled Territories,

G he United Kir.gdom. This system was well known to the defendants, in 

particular to Mr. Monument and to Mr. Gough another of the partr.ers 

of T.B.H. in Jersey. There was also of course Mr. Miles' tax affairs 

to be taken into account which we have mentioned already. Eventually 

C, Mr. Miles was provided with two coC1panies, one called Poly mead 

registered in the Royal Court on the 16th August, 1977, and the other 

called Unimead registered in the Royal Court on the 22nd February, 1978. 

The plaintiff conceded tha� up to �he er.do� April, 197 7, �hen he ta� 

finally provided sufficient inforr::iation to Mr. Honu::ient for the purposes 

of the for�ation of Poly□ead, it would not be right to attribute any 

delay on the part of the defendants. 
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In the Autumn of 1977, 1''ir. r:iles met a Mr. o .. ·en, the r-:.ar..ager 

of a United Zingdom firm called Interplan Sales (which hereafter 

we 1 shall call Interplan). They reached an agreement, partly oral 

and partly written, for the sale to Interplan of a number of Hot Stones . 

for sale in the United Kingdom. The agreement was subject to a 

formal contract and to being assigned to a Jersey Company (which 

Q would ha're been U:i.imead Limited) . Neither In�erpla:i. 

nor Unimead Limited derived any benefit from that agreement, such 

as it was, because .the plaintiff alleges that it was cancelled without his 

_. authority on the 20th February, 1978 r upon the orders of 

8 Mr. J.S. Cu.ri��ingham, an employee of the defendants. 

Later in the same year Mr. Miles became dissatisfied with the 

defendants'services and cr.anged his accountants. He has now actioned· 

them for breach of their professional duty to him. In essence his 

case falls under three heads: (1) wrong advice, (2) delay and

(3) the ending of the a§;"r'eement between Interplan and

himself. Because we have found, as we shall explain later�that

Interplan, through Mr. Owen,terminated the agreement and at best

had not acquiesced in Mr .. Miles' actions, and also even if he had

not done so, Mr. J.S. Cunninghax did not put an end to it without

instructions, it might be argued,as Mr. Vibert did for the defendants,

that the plaintiff has suffered no loss and therefore has no

� 
right of action. Although paragraph 5 of the Order of Justice·

refers to negligence ·(and breach of duty) by the defendants, it 

is clear that the claim is a contractual one and, unlike a claim 

in tort
1

proof of actual damage is not necessary to make the act 

or omission ac tionable. Someti�es of course the two actions, in 

tort and contract, can overlap but the d�ty of an accountant to 

his client arises out of contract. He is liable if he fails to 

careful accountant would exercise. Here it is not alleged that the 

defendants, acti::e; throu.-:;:: !-:r. }'.o::u::::ient and Mr. Gough, did not 

have the necessary skill in that, �or exa�ple, they did not know 

of the Exch:J.r.,'.;e Contl·cl �e[Ltl::i.tjor.s, cut t 1�::1.t, th.ey failed to exercise 



it in the b;o ways we i,ave mer.tio:.ed by 6ivi::-sg wron6 advice with 

consequent delaY., And it is true that despite -

the Bank cf England having established what were ·called "clinics" 

in Jersey to help lawyeYs and acco�ntants with the day-to�day 

problems of obtaining the Bank's consent when forming non-resident 

companies, Mr. Monument did not attend such "clinics" in person 

although he did know that they were there to be consulted. 

Mr. Monument did not, however, undertake the work of forming 

the company Polymead Limited and obtaining personally the consent 

of the Bank of England but entrusted these duties to Advocate Wheeler. 

He accepted very frankly that Mi'. Wheeler was his agent and that 

any failure on the latter's part to fulfil the duty owed by 

Mr. Monument to Mr. Miies, would be accepted as the defendants' 

responsibility. That admission extende� by inference to the 

work �ir. Wheeler did when it became necessary to form Unimead 

Limited. Even if  Mr. Vibert is right and any loss suffered by the 

plaintiff stems only from the loss of the Interplan agreement, 

we do not think it right to limit our consideration of the 

evidence to the Interplan matters only. We asked ourselves whether 

if substantial delays were caused to the plaintiff, through the 

actions of the defendants so that he was unable to start trading 

until very much later than he would have done by means of the 

two-tiered companies, that couldn't be the nexus between those 

acts or omissions of the defendants and the Interplan agreement. 

In other words did. the delay, and we must r_iot mince our words, 

even at the cost of causing some embarrassment to highly respected 

professional men, and incompetence of the defendants (including 

where applicable Advocate Wheeler) prevent Hr. Miles from being 

in a position to conclude what might have been a profitable 

connection, at least at the beginning, with Interplan? Looked 

:atin t::is �-,2-:,r, i-: is cle�'!' th2.t they r!light have done, and 

accordingly, we fir.d tr.a t the pleadings were sufficiently ·,iidely 

drawn to enable us to look into the whole question of the 
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formation of_Poly�ead and Unimead and the Bank of England matters, 

and we ha�e done so. . .,. . .  _,,_ . · _

Two other matters may be mentioned here before turning to the 

evidence. First, the earlier events abou t which the witnesses 

testified took place nearly four years ago and it would not be 

surprising if some recollections were not as cle�r as others. 

Despite this even when we have come to prefer the evidence of 

some witnesses to that of others, we are sure that each.witness 

answered the questions put to him or her as fairly and honestly 

as they could. It was fortunate that a great deal of evidence was 

adduced in the form of an agreed bundle of documents which was of 

great help to us,as it had been exceptionally well put· together, 

. for which we are indebted to counsel. It_ will be convenient 

first to examine the evidence relating to the Interplan agreement 

and to give our reasons for finding that the action of ?/fr. Miles 

in prepari"g a number of hot stones to be �ent to Interplan under 

the Agree�ent were not acquiesced in by Interplan. 

Secondly, the Bank of England designated a nwnber of persons 

to act as Authorised Depositaries on its behal� This meant that 

the Bank of England looked to such persons to enforce any conditions 
. . . 

imposed on particular transactions to which.the Exchange Control 

Regulations applied. Advocates were authorised. depositaries in 

.their own right, acc�untants had to be _nominated.. ·rurquands 

Barton Mayhew and Co. had become authorised depositaries and were 

of good standing with the Bank of England. 

The evidence about the agreement between the plaintiff and 

Interplan showed that in August, 1977, Mr. Miles placed so□e 

advertiseoents in the Financial Times and the New York Times 

newspapers hoping that he- .would be enabled thereby to market the 

hot stones in the United Kingdoo and the U.S.A. Ee notified 
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Turquands, Barton i•;ayhew and Co. of these advertise2er.ts by letter 

dated the 20th August, 1977. It is clear that he hoped also that 

the product would be marketed through Polymead Limited and "indeed 

referred to that Company in the letter. As a result of the 

advertisements in the Financial Times he met Mr. Owen in London 

in the middle of September, 1977. Mr. Owen's position with 

Interplan was such that he could not bind the Company although he 

was entitled to negotiate contracts. Having done.so, the terms 

of such contracts had to be referred to and approved by his 

directors. About a week after their meeting, Mr. Owen wrote to 

the plaintiff as follows:- "26th September, 1977 

I was very pleased to have the opportunity of meeting 

you in London last week and r· thank you for our 

especially interesting discussion about "Hot Stones" 

and your various other interesting projects. 

I confirm our verbal agreement (to be later confirmed 

in writing) that we have the exclusive U.K. distribution 

rights for "Hot Stones" with an exclusive option on 

Switzerland for a period of six months w:e.f. 1st January, 

1978, thereafter by arrangement. 

To acquire exclusive U.K. distribution rights this 

company undertakes to sell approximately 12,000 (twelve 

thousand) "Hot Stones II w. e. f. 1 st January, 1978. 

Prices quoted were £7 and £6.50 per unit. 

It was agreed that on your return to the U.K. you 

·would bring six of each pattern together with any

available publicity material.

· We should particularly like to receive any photographs

particularly of the designer, the place where they are made, 

the home cade painting and production ?�otogra��s, 

togethe!' with any technical inforc::ation tests etc. These 

will e�ther be brouGht with you or sent when available. 



I will leave you to write a forcal letter giving 

terms and conditions in due course, but this letter is· 

to briefly confir□ our discusion. (sic) 

This letter also confirms that in the event of your 

being able to introduce a licence for Portugal'we will pay you an 

introductory comreission of 15% (fifteen percent) of any 

licence fee obtained and on the value of the production 

equipment ordered. Commission will be payable within 15 

days of receipt of payment by Interplan Sales. I am 

enclosing a copy of our standard letter to prospective 

customers and we can prepare a feasibility study on receipt 

of answers to questions 1-6 • 

. Look forward to seeing you again in about 10-14 days. 

With kind regards." 

Mr. Miles did not reply until the 10th October, 1977, because 

by that time he had discovered that Polymead Limited could not 

trade in the United Kingdom. His letter is therefore somewhat 

equivocal as regards the agreement but we are satisfied that 

neither he nor Vi!'. Owen regarded their agreecent as being more than 

a basis for a formal contract. From Mr. Owen's point of view it 

was important for Interplan to have the exclusive rights of 

marketing the hot stones in the United Kingdom. Turquar.ds, Barton 

Mayhew and Co. haq by then set in train the formation of Unimead 

Limited and wrote a letter to Interplan on th� 30th November, 1971, 

as follows: 

"Our client, Derek Miles Esq. of Portugal, has 

instructed us to write to you concerning a proposed 

contract between yourselves and a company being formed 

in Jersey �hich is to be finalised shortly. 

In the �eanti�e, �e ackno�led�e receipt of your 

letter dated 26t� September 1977 addressed to Derek 

Miles Esq. a:1d we can confir□ i: i3 the intention that, 
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with effect froo 1st January 1978, you will have the 

exclusive U.K. distribution rights for the products 

"Hot Stones" subject to yourselves undertaking to 

purchase 12,000 (twelve thousand) "Hot Stones" during 

·the year commencing 1st January, 1978, from our

proposed client company.

Prices of "Hot Stones" are in the ra.12ge £.6. 50 to· 

£7.00 subject to type, f.o.b. Porto, Portugal, cash in 

advance and a detailed price list will be issued in due 

course. 

You will understand these arrangements are subject 

to confirmation by the Jersey company in due course when 

a formal contract will be entered into." 

This,letter was drafted by Mr. Cunningham who was the company 

administrator of Turquands, Barton Mayhew & Co. and who had 

taken over the day to day paper work and administration 

necessary to operate Polymead and Unimead. Mr. Owen replied on 

the 2nd December and accepted the terms. 

Until then Mr. Owen had believed that the arrangements were 

to be between Interplan and the plaintiff personally but he was 

.not very concerned whether the final contract would be with 

Mr. Miles or a company. 

Up to Christmas the relations between the plaintiff and 

Interplan through Mr. Owen were quite cordial; indeed Mr. Owen 

sent a Christmas card to Mr. Miles. Mr. Miles then took the bit 

between his teeth and notwithstanding that there was no formal 

contract, either between him or one of his companies, which would 

have to be Unimead.and Interpla!l. started production in Portugal of 

the hot stones and dec�ded to ship approxi�ately one twelfth of 

what had been the agreed first annual consignment of twelve 

·thousand stones to Interplan and he offered some slight alterat�cns

in the terms of delivery by Telex. However, he had instructed
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Turquar.ds, Barton l•!ayhew & Co. to arrange for the dispatch to 

Interpl?..!l of some twelve hot stones by way of sai&ples: On the 

24th.JanuaYy, 1978, Turquands; Barton Mayhew & Co. wrote,· through 

Mr. Cunningham, to Interplan as follows: 

""Hot Stones" and "Quiche Crocks" 

Please find three invoices numbered 1b1, 102 · 

and 103, in triplicate, of samples supplied and initial 

issues of the above goods. 

As Unimead (Jersey). Limited is still in the process 

of formation in Jersey, we have prepared the invoices .in 
fore> 

accordance with Mi-. MillsLinstructions in order to avoid

delay in delivery. 

Upon receipt of your cheque in favour of ourselves,· 

Le. Turquands Barton :rw"i.a.yhew & Co. - Clients Account, we 

will arrange immediate delivery of the goods as invoiced. 

Awaiting your early reply and instructions." 

Mr Owen told us that at that time he had no knowledge of 

Unimead; he was still waiting for some action on the part of 

Mr. Miles or his company to produce a draft contract which he 

could then submit to his directors. On the 7th February, 1978, 

Turquands Barton Mayhew & Co on behalf of the plaintiff sent a 

telex to Interplan as follows:-

"Attn : l Owen 

Further our invoices dated 23 Jan 

101 86.26 

102 7230.00 

103 245.00 

In process arranging despatch of goods to U.K. 

When can we e·xpect settlement of above invoices 

please?" 
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By this ti�c, not having received any draft contract, 

Mr. Owen was getting irrita ted-and stopped the prep�ratory work· 

on the project. Later, 1-Ir. ·Miles telephoned and asked Mr. ·0wen, 

who could not remember the exact date of the telephone call,if 

he would accept delivery but he said he would not. Moreover 

he wanted to decide for himself which o"f the two designs his firm would 

.wish to orQer subject of course to a satisfactory contract being 

concluded between the parties. Nothing further took place until 

the letter of the 20th February, 1978, w hich we have mentioned, 

and which was written by Mr. Cunningham cancelling the 

arrangements. r1r. Owen said that it was probably a good 

idea to have done so.· Later a short meeting was held between 

the plaintiff and Nr. Owen in London which was not satisfactory 

inasmuch as the plaintiff asked Mr. Owen if he (or the company) 

were going to pay for the goods and Mr. Owen said tha·t he 

was not,, Both men were rather angry at that time. As 

between them at the time of the arrangement, Mr. Miles was 

the offerer and Mr. Owen the offeree. Mr. Owen's silence did not 

mean that Interplan, assuming he had taken the agreement to the 

directors for prior approval, was bound to accept the samples and 

subsequent deliveries of the first consignment. Nor, in our 

opinion, was his silence and inaction sufficient to entitle 

Mr. Miles to say that Interplan had acquiesced in his production 

plans. Thus whether Mr. Cunningham wrote the letter of the 

20th February, 1978, with instructions from the plaintiff or his wife 

is only important if we are wrong in our assessment of the legal 

position as it appears to us between Mr. Miles and Interplan at 

that time. We say nothing here about Mr. Owen's background and 

his financial difficulties which were elicited in cross-examination. 

In assessing the financial position of Interplan such evidence 

might be of assistance if the occasio!1 arises and the weight to 

be attached to it will then be a matter for the Court. However 

in r-'ir. Owen's recollection of such contractual dealings as thP.re 
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were. between hi:n and Hr. Miles, we are satisfied that his 

evidence can pro�eriy be relied upon. 

We now look at what happened on the 16th �eorua�y. 

Mr·. Cunningham had become increasingly concerned about the lack 

of progress with Interplan and on the 16th February he telephoned 

to Mr. Miles a� his house in Oporto. He spoke to Mrs. Miles 

as Mr. Miles was busy although he was in the same room as his· wife 

at the time. There is a complete conflict of evidence about one 

important part of the conversation relating to the Interplan 

agreement. Mrs. Miles said-that Mr. Cunningham was extremely 

agitated during the telephone call. Everything had go_ne wrong 

inasmuch as Interplan w9uld not, or could·not,pay for the samples. 

He asked her for the consignment documents and invoices.·she 

told him that her husbandwould deal with_the papers. In the 

meantime she said he was not to do anything. After the telephone 

call she typed a letter which is dated the same day and which is 

as follows: 
. -� -�_-. 

!'Re: Despatch of Hot Stones to Unimead for eventual 

delivery. to Interplan, if and when they pay! 

.Enclosed are two copies of the Bill of Lading and 

a copy of .the invoice to Unimead from Polymead Filial 

em Portugal. I suggest we call the Portuguese company 

"Filial" in correspondence to avoid confusion with 

Polymead Jersey. I imagine that these are all the papers 

you will need, please let me know if there· is anything 

else I should send. 

Re: Despatch of Hot Stones to Royal Daulton, in 

response to their letter of 22nd December, original 

with you, copy with us. 

Enclosed is the invoice from Filial to Uni:nead, 

together with proof of despatch _of the goods to Canada, 

Australia, U.S.A. a�d Belgium. The goods send to the 
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U.K. have already been received by Daulton and 

acknowledged in their letter of 22nd December. 

Would you please h2ve Unime8.d invoice the client, 

i.e. Royal Doulton Tableware Limited in accordance with

·the instructions in the last paragraph of their letter

of 22nd December, i.e. 11 should be invoiced altogether to

Royal Doulton Tableware Limited, P.O. Box fOO London

Road, Stoke on Trent, Staffs, ST4 7QD, England addressed

for the personal attention of Mr. J .G •. Bellak.

-Details and costs for this invoice are as follows:

Qty 4 Hot Stones style "Vulcan" @ £6. 50 :,£:.26. 00
f.o.b.

4 Hot Stones style "Sunrise" @ £7.00 £ 28.00 
.f.o.b. 

Qty 

. 1 

Air Freight to: Australia 

Canada 

U.S.A. 

Belgium 

Hot Stone 

Hot Stone 

style "Vulcan" 

style "Sunrise" 

left with Mr. J.G. Bellak 

Could you also put a note with or on thls. 

invoice to the effect that current container rates to 

these various ports would work out at approx 3 dollars 

.c2os:oo 

no charge 

£262.00 

for Australia and 1 ,5 dollars for Canada and the U.S.A. per hot ston� 

Many thanks." 

After typing it she showed it to her husband and at his 

request made t�o additions in manuscript between the first 

and second paragrapr,s. T:ie first addition is 11 refer telecom!", 

and the second is 11 removed as I shall now need them". Mr. Miles 
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remembered his ·,1ife' s conversation with i-lr. Cunningham and 

remembered her mentioning invoices in the conversation which 

dealt with a special Royal D6ulton order which is not relevant 

to this action. He too thought that Mr. Cunningham was agitated. 

He did not hear his wife tell Mr. Cunningham to cancel the 

arrangements with Interplan. As far as he was concerned all was 

well. He obviously interpreted r,ir. Owen's silence as tacit consent 

to what he, Mr. Miles, had been doing about implement�g the 

agreement. 

The version of the telephone conversation as told to us 

by Mr. Cunningham, at least on the important matter of the 

agreement between the plainti�f and Interplan, is totally different. 

He was sure that Hrs. Hiles did tell hi_gi to cancel all the 

arrangements written or verbal and not just those relating to 

the Interplan invoices. He acted upon his instructions and wrote 

the letter of the 20th February to Interplan. He had 
. . 

contacted Interpla� on two occasions before the 16th 
. Finally 

February but Mr. Owen was not av:ailable. /a Secretary said that 

he had not ordered the hot stones. Because the 

16th February was a Thursday he had drafted the letter on the 

following day, :5'riday the 17th February and as he had to queue 

for his typing, it was not typed until the following Monday, 

the �Oth February, ·,,hen it was posted. 

In support of· his evidence Hr. Cunningham produced two 

documents; the first was a diary note, which was really in the 

form of a note of the number of hours spent upon client s' work 

so that his firm's fees could be calculated, and the other was 

an inter-office memo recording. Entries in the diary for the 

16th and 17th February are, respectively: "Dialling on busy 

line Portugal spkg. Mrs. Miles re. I!1terp2.an ab0rti:1g 

order"; and "dra::ting letter to Interplan cancelling any arrangements 

entered i::.to". The memorandu!!l is as follows: -

"Nond::1·1 P.M. 13.2.78 

1 • Left messace ;-ri th l-Ir. Owen of Interplan' s 
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Secretary, as he was out, advising goods 

now in U.K. - would he settle invoices and 

let us have shipping instru. Sec. said he 

pho:1ed in daily and she would advise him. 

Tuesda·r P.M. 14.2.78 

2. Called again to check - hadn't phoned

in - was left they would contact us with his 

instrus. wh�n he did. 

Thursdav A.M. 16.2.78 

.3. As nothing received - phoned again -

another Sec. said Mr. Owen had phoned in -

on our point - said he did not order goods -

they didn't bother advising us. 

4. Spoke to Mrs. Miles p.m. Thursday

advising her position - In view of 

circuostances she instructed us to write 

Interplan recorded delivery advising them that 

any arrangements verbal or written were cancelled 

and to ask them to pay for the samples sent on 

Inv No. 1 or return them. 

5. Done.
C" 

There are a number of telephone numbers at the top of the 

memorandum which ;:,rr. Cunningham sa'id were probably written after 

he had completed the memora:1dum, which, ··he saig. was probably 

done w�en he had finished his work for the 16th and 17th February. 

It had been compiled from rough :1otes. The notes in the diary were 

there to jog his memory and were put on the file. Mr. Cunningham , 

,.a former N.C.O., gave us the impression of being unflappable

and also he was, of course, a person of considerable managerial 

experience. We think it highly unlikely that he would be as 

agitated as suggested by �bs. Miles; on the contrary, we think 



that sh'= ·.-1ould be the one uiore likely to become upset at the news 

of the difficulties with Interplan. We think also that she wrote 

the letter of the 16th February; 1978, before the telephone call; 

the written amendments then fall into place as there is no reference 

to the telephone conversation in the text of the letter. As 

for Mr. Miles' evidence he told us that he was working in a large 

room and was getting on with his own affairs. We think · , ·· 

he was not paying particular attention to his wife's conversation. 

Accordingly, on this point we have preferred the evidence of 

Mr. Cunningham. Even if by his action, or rather inaction, 

Mr. Owen could be said to have acquiesced in the pre�ature 

arrangements of Nr. Miles for shipping hot stones to Interplan 

so that there was some sort of enforceable agreement between 

them upon which we do not have to decide� we are satisfied that 

Mr. Cunningham did no more than carry out ¥irs. Miles' express 

instructions when he wrote the letter of the 20th February, 1978. 

We are supported i� our view that Mr. Cunningham's evidence 

should be preferred by his letter to Ihterplan of the 20th March, 1978 

with which he enclosed a copy of his letter of the 20th February. 

Ten days before the 20th �.arch there had been a meeting between 

the plaintiff and his wife and Mr. Gough, who had taken over his 

affairs at Turquands Barton Mayhew & Co. Mr. Miles had lost his 

voice, and Mrs. Miles had to speak for him. He was s:1own a copy 

of the letter of the 20th February which had been sent to hi m in 

Portugal. He did not counterffiand it, but ¥irs. Miles said that 

Mr. Gough did not tell them that the letter had been written on 

her instructions. If the plaintiff went to Mr. Gough, as he said he 

did, in a state of anger and puzzlement, to find out what was 

going on, i.e. why there had been such a delay in his affairs, 

it is strange ttat he did not press Mr. Gough for an explanation 

of the letter and at least repudiate its second paragraph. 
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On the other h2.nd, Mr. Gough was sure that Hr. Miles did not query 

the letter. Also Mr. Gough remembered seeing the memorandum 

of �fr. Cunning:-1am, in its entirety on the 16th February. He. 

had added an addition in manuscript which referred to the transfer 

of goods to the non-sterling area. Mr. Cunningham,he said,had 

been sure that he had received instructions to cancel the agreement. 

If Mr. Miles had repudiated the second paragraph of the letter of 

the 20th February at the meeting with Mr. Gough why then did 

Mr. Cunningham send a copy of it on the 20th March to Interplan? 

That would have been in flat contradiction .. to Mr. Miles' 

express instructions. We are satisfied, therefore, that no 

such instructions were given to Mr. Gough, and that we may infer 

that Mr. Miles accepted the terms of the second paragraph of the 

letter. 

We turn now to heads 1 and 2 of the claim, which we have 

mentioned earlier, namely that the defendants gave wrong advice 

to the plaintiff, and as a result of such wrong advice were guilty 

of professional negligence to the client which manifested itself 

in an inordinate delay. 

There is no doubt that the principal factor in this part 

of the case was the meeting between the plaintiff and Mr. Monument 

on the 14th February, 1977. Were clear instructions given by 

Mr. Miles as to his wishes at that time (and ;epeated later the 

same day to Advocate Wheeler)� If so, was proper advice tendered 

to him by Mr. Monwnent? While a professional man cannot be 

expected to have the gift of foresight if the client does not 

provide him with proper information, at the s_ame time he must 

take reasonable steps to find out what the client wishes to do; 

if in doubt, he must probe sufficiently to acquaint himself 

with the exact nature of the client's wishes. ' If he does not do 

this, and if the client has made himself reasonably clear from 

his point of view, the professional adviser may not have fulfilled 

the duty of care ;:hich he o·.:es to his client as a professional 
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man. Before the meeting Nr. !.fonument had. the opportuni_ty to 

look at the previous correspondence, which started with a 

memorandum from·Mr. Tyrer to Mr. Monument on the 20th March,· 

1973. It was as follows:-

"I should be grateful if you could help me in 

connection with a client here<: in London, Derek Miles. 

He is an inventor and, as far as I can tell, quite a 

good one, having just sold the patent of one invention 

for £30,000 plus a consultancy fee depending on sales 

over the next six years, which could amount to as much 

as £6,000 a year. 

Mr. Miles last November went out to live in Portugal 

·and intends to live there perma.nenyly, at least for the

foreseeable future. He also intends to continue his

activities as an inventor from Portugal. Mr. Miles has

asked me to advise him whether there would be any

advantage in channelling his invention activities through

a Jersey company.

The initial reason for suggesting th.is or the 

alternative of a Swiss based company which I am also 

investigating was that he would not be able to obtain 

relief against Portuguese tax for the development costs 

of his inventions. I am not at all certain that there 

would in fact be any benefit in this arrangement as there 

is no double tax agreement between Portugal and Jersey. 

In addition I would have thought that his invention 

activities would still be liable to tax in Portugal as 

all the business activity would be carried out there, and 

the Jersey company would presu:::iably be one managed and 

controlled outside Jersey. 

A further problem arises in that I am not at all clear 

how he inte�ds to deal with future inventions. At the 
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moment he appears to favour an outright sale rather 

than a royalty agreement, but I think both possibilities 

must be considered. 

The one obvious advantage in channelling things 

through a Jersey company would be the estate duty 

advantage of any U.K. patents owned at death not being 

liable to U.K. estate duty. However, Mr. Miles is 

fairly young, say late thirties early forties, and 

therefore I would not have thought estate duty sufficient 

·reason on its own for him to take this course of action.

I should be grateful if you could let me have your 

views on this, and please contact me if you qeed any 

further information. 

With best wishes." 

Three matters may be mentioned arising from that memorandum: 

first the way in which Mr. Miles was to exploit his inventions 

was to be flexible; second, in addition to this, he.wished to 

obtain as much relief from Portuguese tax as possible, and 

third, the principal way in which he was to exploit his inventions 

was by the ta.king out of patents in the United Kingdom. 

Hanufacturi!'lg of goods in the United Kingdom, based on the 

patents, was not included specifically. The emphasis on the 

sale of patents and receiving monies from royalties is stressed 

throughout the subsequent correspondence, except that in a further 

memorandum to ?-Ir. Monument from Mr. Tyrer of the 19th November, . 

1.973, there occurs the following paragraph: 

"¥'ir. Hiles is not entirely sure how he will 

deal with inventions from now on. It would seem from 

a Portuguese tax po_int of view sensible for him to sell 

any existi::g }Jate!'lts to the new Jersey cornpa!'ly. That 

cocpany could then either sell them on or licence them 

out for a royalty. I think this c::;:lld hn·,e certain 
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attractions from a Portuguese tax point of view 

as the sale of a patent outside Portugal is not subject to 

Portuguese tax. Consequently, if the money were left 

on loan account with the Jersey company, the loan 

repay·ments could be remitted to Portuga_l as capital 

and should give rise to no Portuguese tax problems". 

That memo also asked how long it would take to form a Jersey 

company. Mr. Piroue"j;_ from T.B.M. replied on behalf of 

Mr. Monument, and said that it would take approximately 

six to eight weeks,. of which one month would be accounted 

for by the application to the Bank of England. Mr. Miles 

was told this in a letter from Y.r. Tyrer. 

When Mr. Monument met Mr. Miles, therefore, he knew that 

while the exploitation of Mr. Miles' inventions through United 

Kingdom patents was the principal object in forming a Jersey 

company, he knew also that some measure of flexibility was 

required. Both he and Mr. Miles knew how long it ought to 

take to form such a company with .the Bank of England's permission. 

Further, Hr. Monument was aware that one company alone with 

external status could not trade within the Scheduled Territories, 

and that if Mr. Miles wanted to do so, he would have to have a 

two-tier syste� of companies. The meeting lasted about an 

hour. Both the plaintiff and Mr. Monument made notes. Afterwards 

the plaintiff and Mr. Monument lunched with Advocate Wheeler at 

a well-known restaurant .The only reference· in Mr. Monument's 

notes to the activities of the Jersey company is contained in 

note· 9, whi eh reads: "Exchange Control References to come? 

Check re. exter�al atatus for any U.K. deals? Export earner". 

In addition thereo.re arefer'2nce to patent.s and the name of a

United Kingdom Patent Agent. Mr. Miles' notes tally with those 

of Mr. Monument insofar as both sets do not mention the 

setting up of t�o companies, but refer only to Polymead Limited. 
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if trade in the Scheduled Territories was envisaged, Mr. Monument 

believed, as he told us, that apart from the registration and 

exploitation of patents (which could, of course, include out-right 

sales of patent rights, notwithstanding that he bad been tol� by 

Mr. Tyrer that :i•Ir. Miles preferred to take out royalties) no 

other form of trade with or in the Scheduled T�rritories was 

envis�ged at that time. Indeed the bulk of both.sets of notes 

indicates that most of the time at the meeting was taken up 

discussing r-r.r. Miles' best way legally to pay the minimum of 

income tax both here and in ·Portugal. However in a letter from 

Mr. Miles to Mr. Monument of 10th March, 1977, is 

the following paragraph: 

"The objects of the company .!,lill be the commercial 

development of inventions and designs of practically any 

type, and any activity associated with this." 

Mr Monument sent a copy of the letter to Advocate Wheeler on 

the 17th Harch, 1977, with the comment that it was self-explanatory 

and asked r-rr. Wheeler to form a discretionary trust <:::or the 

avoidance of Portuguese income taz)as well as the Company itself. To 

the extent that we have had to decide wha� took place at the meeting 

in February we were helped in some measure by the evidence about 

a second meeting on the 23rd June, between Mr. and Mrs. Miles 

and Mr. Monument to whi�� we shall refer later. 

As might be expected,the evidence of the plaintiff and 

Mr. Monument, the latter supported as far as concerns the 

discussions over lunch by Advocate Wheeler, diverge on the issue 

whether r,rr. Miles made it clear to Mr. Monument that he wanted 

to use the Jersey company for trade in the United Kingdom and 

whether Mr. Miles was told that an externally resident company 

could :-;ot co this. !·b. r-!iles said that, 2.�2.:c-t from a general 

discussion about the Portuguese situation, they talked about what 

he had been doine previously and in r,articular his work on heat 
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exchange equipment, solar energy, air conditioning and kitchen 

ware. Ee had already sold patents rights for radiators for.production by 

a United Kingdom company and t�ey discussed how he could exploit 

his patents in the United Kingdom. He required flexibility as 

whenever possible he would manufacture the product. He did not· 

say where and in what specific country the manufacture of his. 

products was to take place. He told Mr. Monument that his father-in-law 

had settled in Portugal with them and he was therefore surprised 

when later on he read in Mr. Monument's letter to Mr. Wheeler 

of the 17th March, 1977, that Mr. Monument appeared not to 

remember this. 

Mr. Monument's impression of the meeting was that, basically 

the Scheduled Territories would not be concerned and that Mr. Miles 

wanted a company to market his inventions on the continent or in 

the United States of America. He was satisfied in his own mind 

that Mr. Miles knew that an external company such as he had in 

mind could not trade within the Scheduled Territories. Part of 

his note No. 9 however, to which we have referred, "Check re. 

External status for any U.K. deals?" shows that his ·mind must have 

been-alerted by something which Mr. Miles qad said concerning 

trading in the United Kingdom for him to use the words "U.K. 

deals". This wording in our opinion, would embrace not just the 

selling or acquisition of patents in the United Kingdom but other 

activities such as the manufacture and sale of the goods 

themselves. And Advocate Wheeler himself said that the :Memorandum 

of Association of Polymead had been drawn wide enough so that 

.the power to_ exploit the plaintiff}s inventions· included 

marketi:ig. 

It is clear that Hr. Miles did not understand the distinctio:;. 

had to be complied with to meet the requirements of the Bank of 

Eneland's Exc�an0e Control Regulations abo�t non resident companies. 
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Certainly he was never told that the objerctr, c-. +' a ,TPrsey company 

as set down in its memoranduc1, could not, with certain exceptions, 

be changed once the company had been registered. He told us 

that he made .i.t clear to Mr. Monument what his established methods 

of trading had been in the United Kingdom. It was true that,so 

far,he had not actually sold patents in his own name in the 

United Kingdom which we understood he could have done direct from 

Portugal. He said that Mr. Monument did not ask him specific 

questions on these points although he had expected him to do so. 

We have no doubt that Mr. Miles wished to be able to trade in the 

United Kingdom through his Jersey company and that that trade 

might well take the form of selling manufactured products. But 

did he make this clear to Mr. Monument-or if he did not, then 

ought Mr. Monument from the general conversation and from what 

he was told, have asked more specific questions? We think that 

his mind was directed more to the question of trusts and tax. 

However, both he and Advocate Wheeler thought that the Advocate 

explained over luncheon the impossibility of a non-resident company 

getting permission from the Bank of England to trade in the 

United Kingdom. At the restaurant before lunch, possibly in 

· the lourige bar, Mr. Monument told Mr. Wheeler what �.r. Miles

wanted to do. Mr. Miles did not demur but the words used by

Mr. Wheele·r to us were that Mr. Monument explained that

Mr. Miles was an inventor who wanted to exploit his talents in

order to ''market his inventions:" To us the word "market" includes the

possibility of the sale of the patents and even the manufacture and sale

of goods arising from the patents. Mr. Wheeler was, as we have

said, an authorised depositary and as such fully aware of the

obligations t!-iat such persons had to the Bank of England when

undertakings were given by them on b�half of clients for whom

they were seekin; specific consents to transactions such as the

settinc up of a non-resident Jersey company. Where a client

required a Jersey recistered company with external status 3n
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Authorised Dep_osi tcl:'y ·,;ould be required to give an undertaking, 

if he obtained the Ba�k of 3ngland's consent, that the Bank's 

conditions would be adhered to. Mr. Wheeler said that it was 

- his usual practice to tell clients about the Bank of E�gland

requirements. He said he had a vague recollection however

of what Mr. Miles wanted to do, i.e. to exploit his inventions

concerning solar energy, and it is true that the power to deal

in solar energy systems was put into the objects clause of

Polymead' s memorandum. Some additions t.o that clause were

requested by Mr. Miles which were passed on·to Mr. Wheeler by

r,rr. Monument but they were omitted when the company was registered

on the 16th August, 1977. In considering what weight to attach

to Mr. Wheeler's evidence about the mee_ting with Mr. Miles at

the restaurant on the 14th February, 1977, we have had to look

at how he carried out his instructions about Polymead. Those

concerning the trust were relatively minor except as regards

of course the avoidance of Portuguese taxation, and we have not

felt it necessary to examine them in detail. First, we have

already mentioned that some additional objects requested by

Mr. Miles were omitted from the memorandum .of the company.

Second, in submitting the application to the Bank of England on

the 1st June, 1977, Mr. Wheeler wrote as follows in the relevant

paragraph:

"This l�tt�r is intended as an application for 

Mr. Frederick James Trevithick as Trustee of a Settlement 

to form a non resident company which would engage in the 

develop�ent and exploitation of solar energy systems in 

Portugal. The expertise in inventing and developing such 

systems would be supplied by Mr. D. Miles and it is not 

anticipatei t�at recourse �ould have fo be had to residents 

of the Scheduled Territories. Mr. Miles understands that 

if there were ever any need for trade with residents of or 

in the Scheduled Territories then a separate resident 
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company would be required if non resident status is 

granted to the company which is the subject of the 

present application." 

The plaintiff denied the truth of the last assertion. Upon 

what, therefore, was it based? Partly on what Mr. Monument 

had told Mr. Wheeler and partly upon his own recollection of 

what Mr. Niles had told him over luncheon. However he agreed 

in· cross-examination that he had not taken any notes of his 

meeting with Nr. Miles, either then or when he returned to his 

chambers, where a large amount of correspondence required his 

immediate attention. It is to be noted that nowhere in the 

previous correspondence was the exploitation of the patents limited 

.to Portugal. Third, when Mr·. ··Wheeler sent the company registrat ion.

with the other relevant documents to Mr�Monwnent on the 

22nd August, 1977, together with the Bank of England consent, 

Mr. Monument replied on the 30th August as follows: 

"Thank you for your letter of 22nd August and I 

acknowledge receipt of all the company documentation 

detailed therein . .  

With regard to the Bank of England consent dated 

9th August, 1977, I see under paragraph (2) that the 

company's activities will be "limited to developi::ent 

and exploitation in Portugal of Solar energy systems 

I am not sure that this is entirely correct because in 

the copy letter from Mr. Miles, dated 10th March, which I 

enclosed wit� my letter to you of 17th March, on the 

second page, the pre-penultimate paragraph, you will 

see that the objects· of the company are clearly defined 

as the co!!.I!lercial development of inventions and designs 

of practically any type. 

I know that F'!..!'. Miles is interested in solar energy 

systems, but in addition he does do a good deal of 

"
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inventions in relation to kitchen equipment and I 

beiieve he has several ideas waiting to be patented 

in this field at the mo�ent. His activities cover a 

wide range and are certainly not limited to just 

solar energy. 

I should oe grateful, therefore, if you could go back to the 

Bank of England to obtain a more general consent of 

invention work being carried out by Derek Miles. I 

believe also that a lot of his patents will be taken 

out in the U.K. and elsewhere and perhaps this matter 

should also be cleared with the Bank of England. 

Finally, are you new in a position to let me have 

the engrossment of the trust following the amendments 

set out in my letter to you of 27th May?" 

Mr. Wheeler said that that was the first tioe he had heard 

that kitchen equipcent was to be included in the objects for 

which the company had been.formed. When in turn 

the plaintiff received some of the same docU.!I!ents.he wrote 

to Mr. Wheeler on the 9th September, 1977, as follows: 

"I have received a letter from Mr.· Monument enclosing 

. copies of the Bank of England letters of 29th June and 

9th August. Since he is on holiday I am writing to you 

direct. 

I am at a complete loss to understand why the 

activities of the Company should be so limited when my 

letter of 10th Viarch and my letter of 19th April about 

the Objects of the Company, as in the Articles and 

.Memorandum, were quite explicit. 

We now have a nunber of inventions ready and more 

in preparaticn in diverse fields. Some of these could 

benefit the U.K. eco�omy in terms of production and 

export - but not with the prescribed limitations on 
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our activities. In fact with such absurd conditions 
' . 

the formation of the Cocpany would be pointless. 

· I would also say that such limitations are

contrary to the intentions and beyond the authority 

of Memorandum. EC 2794 Part I (h), as I understand it. 

I. am leaving for England this Wfekend �or

negotiations over some of our inventions. It is 

therefore essential that the conditions for the 

Company are corrected without delay. 

Also I do not understand the reason of the issue 

of only 12 shares to the Trustee. My proposals were 

for the Trustee to hold 60% of the shares and a nominal 

capital of 1000 U.S. dollars." 

To some extent this letter supports his evidence, which we 

have previously mentioned, that he had not appreciated the 

distinction between the powers of a Jersey company and the 

limitation of the exercise of tnose -powers by the Bank of 

England. Hr. Wheeler' 8 reac•�ion to that letter was prompt, 

but revealing. He wrote to tile Bank oi' England on the 
.. 

14th 8eptember, 1977, as follows: 

"Polymead Limited 

On the 9th Aug�st 1977 you gave consent for the 

format ion of the above Company and imposed a conC:.1. tion 

that the Company's activities would be limiteJ to the 

cievelopruc:nt and exploitation ul so:i..ar energy systems 

in Portugal. -The conC:.ltion which you impo�ed resulted 

from infvr·nation given to you in our letter of the 

1 st Ja...�e. i!e regret that we have misunderstood O'lr 

ins .;ruc";;io::s to t:,e exte::t tl"'.at al thoug!1 the Comp '?.I.y 

is required for the activity to wh�ch we referred, it 

was intended to exploit othec inver,tions of Mr. D. Niles 

whoru we are new infor�ed is a prolific inventor. It !s 
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intended also that other inventions which particul_arly_ 

relate to kitchen equipment should be exploited by the 

new Jersey Company. 

We have also been informed that although no business. 

will be carried on in, or with residents.of, the Scheduled 

Territories it is intended that the Jersey Company should 

take out patents in the United Kingdom as well as in other 

countries. 

We will be grateful if you will consider· the contents 

of this letter and, if possible, revise the consent that 

you have given for the incorporat�on of the Company so 

that its activities can become more general." 

Mr. Monument was aware at least of Mr. Miles' intention to 

register his patents in the United Kingdom. If he had explained 

this to Mr. Wheeler at the restaurant, why did not Mr. Wheeler 

include this in his original application to the Bank of England? 

. His reply to Mr. Miles' letter of the 9th September, 1977, is 

rather bland, and when writing to Mr. Monument on the same 14th 

September Mr. Wheeler, in referring to the trust deed, says 

"I have a vague recollection that I handed you one of our standard 

settlement deed probably without any details typed in." In 

cross-examination Mr. Wheeler agreed that the bar of a well 

patronised restaurant was not perhaps the best place to explain 

intricate Bank of England require�ents, but he had not relied 

on Mr. Monument having explained the matter previously to the 

client since Mr. Monument was not as conversant :,li th the 

requirements of the Bank of England as he was. That was indeed 

true as during further cross-examination l'-Ir. Wheeler showed a 

very eood knowledge of the· regulations and workings of the 

Bank of England on Exchange Control matters. Since no mention 

was !:lade in the l€'tter of instructions to rn.r. Monument by 

Mr. Hiles of the 10th March, 1 977, about specific Eank of Enclane,\ 
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require:nents this omission likewise supports the plaintiff's 

evidence that the two tier system (or rather the Bank·of 

England's refusal to allow non-resident companies to trade within 

the United Kingdom) was not explained to him either at the 

meeting with �.r. Monument alone or at the subsequent luncheon. 

party. Mr. Wheeler did not have any written instructions 

on what he was to obtain from the Bank of EnglaQd but 

relied rather on his recollections. He said that he could 

not recall receiving amended instructions from Mr. Monument 

for the Memorandum of Association of the company but that it was 

possible he had. He had based his letter to the Bank of.England 

of the 1 st June, 1977, .upon the discussions in the restaurant. 

Accordingly, Mr. Monument':s corrective letter to him of the 

30th August, 1977, had come as a surprise. He did not usually 

submit conditional Bank of England's letters, which he had 

received in this case on the 29th June, to his principals. He 

agreed that it took six to eight weeks (or twelve weeks if there 

was a lot of "toing and froing") to obtain the Bank of England's 

consent for a non-resid.ent colllpany. In this respe et Mr. Wheeler's 

evidence supports Mr. Pirouet '.s assessment of the necessary -time 

of between six to eight weeks which he gave to Mr. Tyrer in his 

letter of the 27th November, 1973. All "in all we have come to the 

conclusion that notwithstanding Mr. Wheeler_'-s patent honesty of his 

testi□ony of his recollection of the events in the restaurant 

his evidence points to the fact that he did not remember clearly 

what his instructions were and that he did not, as he should 

have done, either seek the approval of Y1r. Mil�s, through 

Mr. Monument, to the form of the Bank of England's consent or 

obtain more specific instructions in writing. To put it 

specifically when he told us that he explained to Mr. Miles 

the li:i:itsof the workir.gs of a ncn resident compa::y his recollec:i.c:1 

·.seemed to us to be founded on an erroneous supposition.
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rle pass no·,1 to r,j-. Hiles' second meeting with Mr. Monument on 

the 23rd June, 1977. Mr. Miles had come to Jersey as he had 

three patents pending for filing in the United Kingdom Register 

of Patents. He produced three receipts from the Patent Register 

dated the 27th June, 1977. He said. that when.he was able, 

because Hr. Monument kept leaving the room, he told him he had 

patented, or was going to patent, certain mouldings and the tools 

�or producing them and wished if possible to produce the tools 

in the United Kingdom. He mentioned hot stones and qaid that he 

was ready to patent them and look for an opportunity to sell 

these or exploit them in the United Kingdom. As far as the tools 

were concerned he wished to modify these for production and run. 

As far as hot stones were concerned he- said that, having pa tented these 

or filed his application for a patent, -he would then look for 

business opportunities in the United Kingdom. Mr. Monument 

said that the plaintiff's company (Polymead) should be formed 

very soon in early July. This would correspond to what he told 

Mr. Miles by letter of the 9th June• 1 977, that the Bank of 

England's consent, or formal reply, should be received in "perhaps 

early July". Mrs. Miles' recollection however of this meeting 

• is not so precise because at that time she wanted to get out of

business in order to start a fanily. She does re!'.!lember however

some talk about patents and general marketing. Neither Mr. Miles

nor Mr. Mon1.U1ent took any notes of that meeting. Mr. Monument

did not reme□ber any dis cuss ion about patents .or, more importantl�;,

selling goods in the United Kingdom. The three receipts from the

English Patent Registry were only received by him, he said, towards

the end of August.

-Mr. Nomu::ent, Mr. Wheeler and Mr. A. Spencer-Nairn, an

accounta!:.t called by t!-".e plaintiff ar.d to w:iom he had transfer::--c:l 

his business from T. B. M., agreed that it was important in 

transactions such as those envisaged by Mr. Niles for a profession�l 

advisoY-, be he an Advocate or an Accountont, to obtain the full .. t 

•·
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inforffiation from the client; indeed he had a duty to do so as 

the Bank of England required precise details of any proposals 

concerning non-resident companies. We have come to the 

conclusion that even if Mr. Monument was not aware of Mr. Miles' 

intention to trade in the United Kingdom through, originally,· 

Polymead at the meeting in February, 1977, but w� think that he was, 

he had a further opportunity to question him in June. That 

double omission was attributable to his failure to probe 

sufficiently deeply into what Mr. Miles wanted to do. The 

failure to provide Mr. Miles with a competent vehicle for the 
1-J a 

work that he wanted to do was not remeg.ied until the 22j;h February, 

1978, with the registration of Unimead. Whether there was further 

delay after Mr. Gough took over Mr. Miles' affairs in September, 1977, 

is not important. Accepting that a� the outside twelve weeks 

should be sufficient to obtain the ·Bank of England's consent and 

set up the two companies with the attendant trust, and allowing 

for :Mr. Miles' own delay at the start in giving final details of 

the trust to Mr. Homllnent, we think that the competent structure 

should have been available to Mr. Miles by the end of July or 

at the beginning of August. We have made also a small allowance 

for sum:I!er leave taken at about that time by Bank of England 

officials. It is true that Mr. Gough �id.attempt to rescue 

affairs by his clear. proposals in a comprehensive and careful 

letter to Mr. Miles of the 6th October, 1977. 'l:hat letter 

produced the equivocal letter, which we have already mentioned, 

to Mr. Owen from E:·. Miles a few days later an� which confirmed 

Mr. Owen's belief that his company would receive proposals for a 

formal contract from Mr. Miles or one of his companies. By the 

time the mistake, for so· it was, of the defendants had been put 

�ight at the end of ?ebruary, 1978, it was too late. The 

hopes that the plaintiff tad for exploiting the Hot Stones in 

the United Kinciom throuch Interplan had collapsed. We make 
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no finding as to whether had the two tier company structure been 

functioning at the proper time Interplan would !lave bee� capable of 

fulfilling its obligations notwithstanding that we had evidence 

from Hr. Owen that it would have been in a position to do so. 

However, we are not called upon to pronounce on this aspect 

of the action but o�ly to decide whether the defendants, through 

Mr. Monument, had fulfilled their duty of care they owed to the 

plaintiff. We have found that they did not and accordi.qgly on 

the issue of liability judgment will be given in favour of the 

plaintiff. The defendants will pa y the plaintiff's costs. 




